
February 24, 2012 

To: Allison McEwen 

I would like to take a moment and comment on the recent request by P.E.I.R.G.A to have margins 

increased for gasoline retailers. 

As you know, I have recently developed a new site in Stratford. Seeing as I decided to build a new 

location and actually presented information at the public hearing supporting our business plan at the 

current margins, I feel I cannot support this request. However, I have voiced my concern before to the 

commission through Mr. McEwen that I feel the last adjustments in margins that brought our self-serve 

margin spread from one cent to two has hurt our industry. The reality of our industry is that there 

always seems to be a few retailers that want to be at minimum margin. A one cent difference between 

stations seem to be somewhat tolerable, to the public. When there became a two cent spread in areas, 

it seemed to grow into a much bigger deal. Whatever chance we have for consistency from region to 

region it cannot happen with a two cent spread. What I would like to see happen is for the minimum 

margin to raise to the point that only leaves a one cent spread possibility. As for full serve margins I feel 

that a Yz cent or even a cent won't change things for sites offering split services. Presently there is a 5 

cent difference between most stations from self serve to full serve, and without full service prices being 

posted I'm not sure the public is totally aware of the difference being charged . If we are going to raise 

full serve margins I feel they need to posted for the public. 

Regards 

Bob Carmichael 



ImperiuJ Oil 


J.D. Fox Enterprises Inc. 
644409 N.B. Ltd 
PO Box 29 
Borden-Carleton, PE 
COB 1XO 

20 February 2012 

Mr Allison MacEwen 
Director Petroleum 
IRAC 

Dear Mr MacEwen, 

In regards to the PEl Petroleum Retailers Association application that was submitted and their request to 
have the margins increased on both self serve and full serve gasoline products. 

As being very aware of the margins and what is present in the Province of New Brunswick, I feel that the 
margins do not need to be changed to the extent that they are suggesting. 

As an independent retailer who operates within two Provinces, I would suggest and recommend the 
following: 

a. increase min margin on self serve gas from 4.5 cents to 5.5 cents per litre 
b. max margin on self serve would stay at 6.5 cents per litre 
c. increase min margin on full serve gas from 6.5 cents to 7cents per litre 
d. increase max margin on full serve gas from 9.5 cents to 10 cents per litre. 

With this, the Commission must ensure that the end petroleum prices allow for not only the retailers margin, 
but a fair wholesaler margin, as the oil companies set a daily price based on the market and if aprice is not 
put into affect that protects the wholesaler, supply could be affected. 

I would further recommend that the fee for holding a petroleum licence as a retailer be standardized in that 
it not be tied to a volume sold scale, but a flat fee of $750 for all stations across the Province. 

My final recommendation to the Commission is to move from a two week change to a one week change as 
is done in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. My reason for this goes back to the oil companies setting 
prices every day as their price is based on daily market place changes and the Canadian Dollar. 
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I believe that with a change every 1week, we would not see the large drops and increases that happen 

with a 2 week change when we try to play catch up to what the market has done. 


When the Commission reviews this, I ask that they take into consideration the following: 


a. the increase in wages that have occurred due to Government Regulation 
b. reduction of tobacco margins earned by gasoline retailers by the tobacco companies 
c. increase in operating costs associated with a small business, cleaning supplies, equipment parts, 
technician rates and POS changes due to "chip" technology 
d. interest rate charges associated with the use of credit card transaction fee's, some stations are 
being changed in excess of 2percent on all purchases when acredit card is used. 


Just this morning, I had to order replacement nozzles at a cost of $100.31 per one, these same nozzles 

used to be in the $60 range two years ago, this is just one example of cost increases. 


I would further make myself available to meet with the Commission on these issues if so wished. 

Respectfully yours, 

Jamie Fox 



From: WSSOffice [mailto: wellingtonservstation@pei.aibn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 20123:39 PM 
To: Info@irac.pe.ca 
Subject: PEIRGDA Application for Increase in Retail Dealer Margin 

To Whom It May Concern: 

As an independent gas retailer I would like to take this opportunity to voice my concerns with 
regard to the rising costs of operating a retail gas business on PEl within the current margins. 
With the continuous increases in minimum wages which automatically increase the premiums for 
EI, CPP and workers compensation compounded with the ever increasing use of credit and debit 
cards by our customers, the costs of which are absorbed by businesses, these factors alone see 
the operating costs taking over the revenue side of a business 

Just as employees look to employers to increase wages so they can cope with rising living 
expenses yearly so do we as employers look to increase our margins in order to cover these 
increased costs. I feel there is a great need for a yearly review of margins in order to keep up 
with growing expenses of doing business which are beyond our control. 

Basic business accounting tells us when operating expenses are continuously taking over 
revenues year after year this spells trouble for any business regardless of the type of business. 

Donald Arsenault 
Owner 
Wellington Service Station Ltd. 
85 Sunset Drive, P.O. Box 90 
Wellington, PE 
COB 2EO 
Tel/Fax No. 902-854-2629 

mailto:Info@irac.pe.ca
mailto:wellingtonservstation@pei.aibn.com


February 23, 2012 

The Island Regulatory & Appeals Commission 
PO Box 577 
Charlottetown, PE C1A 7L 1 

Dear Allison: 

I would like you to seriously consider the proposed 2.0 cents increase in the retail dealer margins as 
proposed by the Retail Gasoline Dealers Association. Since the last increase of June 2008 our 
operating costs have increased significantly. Minimum wage has increased from $7.75 in May 2008, 
up to $10 for this upcoming April 2012. Currently wages represent 40% of our operating costs at our 
retail sites. 

Credit card fees now account for 12% of our operating costs. Credit card fees are based on a fixed 
percentage and our gasoline margin is a fixed amount. When gasoline prices increase, as they have 
over the past few years, our fixed gasoline margin absorbs the increased cost of the credit card fees. 

Full-Serve has been a decreasing contributor to our overall gasoline volume, in which it has decreased 
almost by half in this year alone. We believe full-serve is a needed service but we are currently 
experiencing a loss on our full-serve sales by staffing a full time employee. With out an increase to the 
gasoline margin we may have to consider reducing full-serve hours or eliminating it completely as many 
other gasoline stations in the PEl market have already done. 

If you would like a more in-depth explanation of our increasing costs please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Doucette 

General Manager, Winsloe & Mel's Petro Canada 



Johnston's Enterprise Inc. 
Winsloe & West Royalty Irv"ings 
PO Box 187 
Winsloe, PEl 
C1E1Z2 

February 20, 2012 

Attention: PEIRGDA Application 
Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission 
P.O. Box 577 
Charlottetown, PE C 1 A 7L 1 

Dear Mr. Allison Mac Ewen, 

RECEIVE9, 
lIGJ!UIl0fPmLr 
FffB 2 3 ~2012 

"0 "L-!{ F/f' 
The Island ~egUlatOry 

and Appeals Commission 

We are writing to lend our support to the application by the PEl Petroleum Retailers 
Association for a raise in the minimum margin price of fuel for dealers. 

As dealers on PEl we have greatly felt the recent rapid increases in minimum wage. 
With increase upon increase every six months in payroll one of our primary expenditures 
has ballooned significantly. As well, with fuel staying consistently above one dollar per 
litre and now at a dollar and a quarter we have also lost appreciable margin to credit card 
fees which are based on a percent of dollar spent, not on percent of profit margin. 
Higher prices at the pump means higher credit card fees in great disproportion to the fuel 
margm. 

It must also be noted that due to the recent upsurge in environmental awareness that 
insurance and liability issues have become a much bigger factor. Or environmental 
insurance has also increased greatly over the last number of years and our options in it 
are fairly limited. One simply have proper coverage. 

In all, we urge the Commission to give serious consideration to the request before you 
and we appreciate your efforts on our behalf. 

Randy & Shannon Johnston 
RR#l Hunter River 
New Glasgow, PEl 
COA1NO 
902-621-0155 



A & R Adventures Inc 
Roberts Holdings Inc 
PO Box 40 
Kinkora, PEl 
COB 1NO 
February 21, 2012 

Attention: PEl RGDA Application 
Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission 
P.O. Box 577 
Charlottetown, PE C1A 7L 1 

Dear Mr. MacEwen, 

RECEIVED 


FEB 2 3 201l 


The Island Regulatory 
and Appeals Ccmmission 

V\le are writing to lend our support to the application by the PEl Petroleum Retailers 
Association for a raise in the minimum margin price of fuel for dealers. 

As dealers on PEl we have greatly felt the recent rapid increases in minimum wage. 
With increase upon increase every six months in payroll one of our primary expenditures 
has ballooned significantly. As well, with fuel staying consistently above one dollar per 
litre and now at a dollar and a quarter we have also lost appreciable margin to credit card 
fees which are based on a percent of dollar spent, not on percent of profit margin. 
Higher prices at the pump means higher credit card fees in great disproportion to the fuel 
margm. 

It must also be noted that due to the recent upsurge in environmental awareness that 
insurance and liability issues have become a much bigger factor. Or environmental 
insurance has also increased greatly over the last number of years and our options in it 
are fairly limited. One simply have proper coverage. 

Fuel can not be considered a lost leader for the retailer, draining all other profit centres. 
It must stand alone as a viable, profitable commodity for retailers, especially 
independents, to continue. 

In all, we urge the Commission to give serious consideration to the request before you 
and we appreciate your efforts on our behalf. 

Austin and Ramona Roberts 
5543 Highway 225 
Kinkora, PEl 
COB INO 
902-439-6480 



February 24, 2012 

Via email toinfo@irac.pe .ca 

Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission 

PO Box 577 

Charlottetown, PE ClA 7L1 

Attention : PEIRGDA Application -IRAC-PM902 

The Atlantic Convenience Stores Association (ACSA) is pleased to respond to the Island Regulatory 

and Appeals Commission's call for public comments on the Prince Edward Island Retail Gasoline 

Dealers Association's application to increase retail gasoline margins. Our submission is attached. 

ACSA members in Prince Edward Island account for more than 50% of the annual retail gasoline 

throughput in the province. Given recent, evidence-based decisions in New Brunswick and Nova 

Scotia and the current operating environment in Prince Edward Island, the Atlantic Convenience 

Stores Association fully supports the application of the Prince Edward Island Retail Gasoline Dealers 

Association. 

The ACSA also maintains that there is no need for a formal public hearing in order for the 

Commission to: a) conclude that an increase in retail gasoline margins is just and reasonable; and b) 

determine an increase amount that will sustain the financial viability of the retail gasoline industry 

and maintain supply continuity to consumers throughout Prince Edward Island. 

Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or need any clarification. 

Sincerely,
/ /, 

It ,t(- 
Mike Hammoud 

President 

c.c.: Wayne Vloet, PEl Retail Gasoline Dealers Association (cityshellautopro@pei.aibn .com) 

mailto:cityshellautopro@pei.aibn.com
mailto:toinfo@irac.pe


ISLAND REGULATORY AND APPlEAlS COMMISSION 

IRAC-PM902 

IN THE MAnER OF: 

- and 

The Petroleum Products Act and Regulations 

IN THE MAnER OF: An application by the PEl Retail Gasoline Dealers Association for 

an increase in retail gasoline margins pursuant to s. 27 of the 

Petroleum Products Act. 

RESPONSE TO A PUBLIC CAll FOR COMMENTS 

Submitted by: 


Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 


100 Iisley Avenue, #8, Dartmouth, NS 838 1L3 


Contact: 


Michael Hammoud, President 


902.880.9733 hammoud@coveniencestores.ca 


February 24, 2012 


Submitted via e-mail toinfo@irac.pe.ca 


mailto:toinfo@irac.pe.ca
mailto:hammoud@coveniencestores.ca


Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

1. 	 This document is submitted in response to a public call for comments issued by the Island 

Regulatory and Appeals Commission (IRAe) in the matter of an application by the PEl 

Retail Gasoline Dealers Association for an increase in the retail gasoline dealer margins 

allowed in Prince Edward Island (IRAC-PM902). 

2. 	 The Atlantic Convenience Stores Association (the ACSA) is a paid membership, not-for

profit organization representing convenience store owners and operators in Atlantic 

Canada. Our mission is to ensure an economically viable and sustainable business 

environment for our convenience store members. 

3. 	 The ACSA's membership in Prince Edward Island accounts for more than 50% of the 

annual retail gasoline throughput in the province. 

4. 	 Retail gasoline margins for dealers in Prince Edward Island are regulated and fixed with 

minimum and maximum limits. Retail gasoline margins are ex of the cost of product. In 

any normal business operating environment, this gross profit is cash that is used to 

finance activities such as: 

a. 	 direct operating expenditures associated with providing retail gasoline 

services (wages, utilities, business taxes, etc.); 

b. 	 depreciation and interest associated with acquiring and maintaining the 

infrastructure and capital assets necessary to provide retail gasoline services 

(underground storage tanks and monitoring systems, pumps, pump software 

and payment systems, pump islands, signage, fuel island canopies, buildings, 

etc. ); 

c. 	 a reasonable return-on-investment that supports an economic business case 

for providing retail gasoline services. 
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Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

5. 	 Retail gasoline margins were last adjusted in Prince Edward Island on January 1, 2008 

(Table 1). 

Prince Edward Island 


Regulated Retail Gasoline Margins 


SELF SERVE (cpl) FULL SERVE (cpl) 


Min Max Min Max 


2006 4.00 5.50 5.00 7.50 

2007 4.00 5.50 5.00 7.50 

2008 4.50 6.50 6.50 9.50 

2009 4.50 6.50 6.50 9.50 

2010 4.50 6.50 6.50 9.50 

2011 4.50 6.50 6.50 9.50 

Table 1 

6. 	 Since the last retail gasoline margin adjustment, the Consumer Price Index for Prince 

Edward Island has increased 8.3% to the end of 2011 (Exhibit 1). The Consumer Price 

Index measures changes in the price level of consumer goods and services. It is a broad 

measure of the cost of living and has direct inferences for businesses and their cost of 

doing business. 

Consumer Price Index (PEl) 
2007 = 100 

109 ·· +8.3% 
108 

107 

106 

105 

104 

103 

]02 

]01 

100 
2007 2008 2009 2010 20]1 

Exhibit 1 Source: Statistics Canada. 
http ://www40.statcan .gc.ca/IOl/cstOl/econ09c-eng.htm . 
Accessed 14FEB2012. 
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Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

7. 	 According to research commissioned by the New Brunswick Energy and Utilities Board and 

completed by Gardner Pinfold Consulting Economists Ltd., retail gasoline dealers had 

experienced material increases in labour costs attributable to the retailing of motor fuel. 

(Gardner Pinfold. 2010. Review of Regulated Fuel Margins and Full Service Charges in New 

Brunswick. December.) These findings were accepted by the Board . 

8. 	 The Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board came to the same conclusion in 2011 based on 

research conducted when reviewing the operating costs of the retail gasoline industry in 

Nova Scotia. 

9. 	 The provincial minimum wage is a key benchmark or baseline for wage setting in the retail 

gasoline industry. Retail gasoline dealers typically pay above the provincial minimum wage 

in order to attract and retain reliable staff. But any change in the minimum creates a 

ripple effect as most hourly paid workers measure their wage against the minimum and 

expect to maintain the percentage difference. An increase in the minimum wage forces 

business owners to increase all wages in order to maintain wage competitiveness and 

employee satisfaction. 

10. 	 At the time of the last increase in retail gasoline margins (January, 2008), the minimum 

wage in Prince Edward Island was $7 .50 per hour. Effective April, 2012, the minimum 

wage will be $10.00 per hour. This represents a 33.3% increase (Exhibit 2) that must be 

paid for from a fixed retail margin set four years ago. 

Minimum Wage Index (PEl) 

130 

11 5 

110 

APR2007 = 100 
+33.3% 

~~ ~ ~....-. 

105 -'- ----------
100 . 

~ # ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v v 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ # ~ # ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ if 

'-------.- ..•....__ ..._._----
Exhibit 2 
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Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

11. 	 In April, 2011, the Fraser Institute reported that : "Fifteen Canadian academic studies over 

the past 30 years examined the impact of minimum wage increases on employment. The 

findings from these studies show that a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage will 

decrease employment among young workers (aged 15-24) by between 3.0 and 6.0 

percent. The studies found that for those young workers most directly affected-those 

earning between the old and the new minimum wage-the impact was more acute. 

Workers in this category experienced employment losses of 4.5 to 20.0 percent." (Fraser 

Institute. 2011. Estimating the Economic Impact of Be's Minimum Wage Increase. 

Published in "Fraser Alert," April, 2011.) 

12. 	 Separate research by the Canadian Federation of Independent Business had the same 

findings (Canadian Federation of Independent Business. 2011. Minimum Wage: Reframing 

the Debate.) 

13. 	 Retail gasoline dealers in Prince Edward Island cannot "pass through" cost increases 

because of regulated retail selling prices and fixed retail margins. Absorbing significant 

cost increases - such as wages - is neither financially practical nor feasible. In many cases, 

paid shift hours are reduced to offset higher operating costs and owners or employed 

managers are forced to work additional hours to ensure that there is adequate staff 

coverage. 

14. 	 The use of "cards" (credit and debit) as payment for gasoline purchases has grown 

considerably in popularity and is now the majority form of payment (Exhibit 3). 

Maritime Retail Gasoline Purchases 
Estimates of Type of Payment 

Exhibit 3 Source: Atlantic Convenience Stores Association industry 

data 
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Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

15. 	 Credit card use impacts the retail margin in three ways: 

1. the cred it card surcharge or merchant fee; 

2. the retail selling price of gasoline; and 

3. the proportion of transactions paid for with a credit card. 

16. 	 Credit charge surcharges or merchant fees are a variable cost as a percentage of the 

purchase value. A gasoline retailer' s retail margin is fixed under Prince Edward Island's 

regulated retail gasoline legislation. The average surcharge is approximately 2%. 

17. 	 At a retail selling price for gasoline of $1.00 per litre, a 2% credit charge surcharge 

represents 44% of a retail gasoline dealer's minimum 4.5 cpl retail margin based on an 

average purchase of 50 litres (Exhibit 3) . At the current retail selling price of 

approximately $1.25 per litre for self-serve regular, the same 2% credit charge surcharge 

on a 50 litre purchase accounts for more than half (56%) of the operator's minimum retail 

margin (Exhibit 4). 

Credit Card Surcharge as Percentage 
of Minimum Self-Serve Retail Margin* 

60% ---- 

; 55% 

50% 

45% 

;'8% - 

40% 

$1.00 $1.05 $110 $11 5 $12 0 $125 $1.30 

Retail Selling Price (per litre) 

• 	 Ave rage cre dit card surcharge 2% 

Regular self- serve reta i l pricing 

Minimum regular self-serve margi n 4.5 cpl 

Average 50 litre purchase 

Exhibit 4 
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Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

18. 	 Card surcharges are only one cost associated with the growing use of "cards./I Consider 

the technology itself. Ongoing technology innovation in the retail gasoline industry is 

critical in order to improve operating efficiency and increase customer convenience. But 

innovations in technology also come at a cost itself in the form of higher capital 

investments, not only to install new technology, but to maintain and upgrade it. And as 

the sophistication of the technology increases, so does the maintenance and upgrade 

cost. 

19. 	 Based upon recent detailed reviews of their respective retail gasoline industries, both the 

New Brunswick Energy and Utilities Board (2010) and the Nova Scotia Utility and Review 

Board (2011) concluded that retail gasoline dealers have experienced material negative 

impacts financially due to surcharges associated with the widespread use of debit and 

credit card payments related to petroleum product purchases. 

20. 	 Escalating labour and card surcharge costs are two of the most notable increases in 

operating costs being experienced by retail gasoline dealers. There are numerous other 

operating costs, including utilities, licensing and regulatory affairs, property taxes, 

infrastructure repairs and maintenance, technology upgrades, and so on that are 

increasing in an operating environment where retail gasoline dealers earn a fixed retail 

margin. 

21. 	 Following detailed reviews of their respective retail gasoline industries, both the New 

Brunswick Energy and Utilities Board (2010) and the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board 

(2011) concluded that it was just and reasonable to increase retail gasoline margins in 

each province. 

22. 	 The fact that retail gasoline dealers in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia had experienced 

meaningful increases in operating expenses was corroborated in both jurisdictions by 

evidence presented using different methods, but arriving at the same conclusion. 
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Atlantic Convenience Sto res Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

23. 	 The retail gasoline industry operating environment in Prince Edward Island is similar to 

that in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia . Overall, however, Prince Edward Island is unique 

relative to other jurisd ictions due to the distribution of a small population across a large 

geographic area. This results in small population clusters, most notably in rural areas of 

the province. The total volume of retail gasoline sold in Prince Edward Island is also much 

less than New Brunswick or Nova Scotia (Exhibit 5). 

Retail Sales of Motor Gasoline 
(Million litres) 

1,400 
U 4 _3 1,1 07 1,200  1,050 - -1,038986 992 935915 1,000 . 


800 


600 


400 
 --- 20 1 
200 

o 
2007 2008 2009 2010 

1 PE NS NB 
- - ----_._--- 
Exhibit 5 Source: Statistics Ca nada . The Supply and Disposition of 

Refined Petroleum Products in Canada . Cat. 4S-004-XWE . 

24. According to IRAe's Annual Report 2010-11, the population of vehicular retail gasoline 

outlets has declined from 103 outlets in 2007 to 93 in 2010 (-10%). Over the same period, 

average volume per outlet has remained unchanged (Exhibit 6). 

Average Retail Outlet Volume 
PEl (Million litres) 
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2.05 

2.00 
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Exhibit 6 Source: Statistics Canada and industry data 
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Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

25. 	 Average retail outlet volume or throughput in Prince Edward Island is biased by the 

variance between lower volume outlets and high volume outlets. For example, one retail 

outlet in the greater Charlottetown area would have accounted for approximately 3.5% of 

the total provincial volume in 2010. Average, in this case, does not accurately reflect the 

reality of the marketplace. 

26 . 	 If IRAC calculated the median retail outlet volume, the Commission would find that Prince 

Edward Island is characterized by lower volume outlets relative to regional or national 

benchmarks. These lower volume outlets typically serve smaller population clusters across 

Prince Edward Island and provide an important community service. 

27. 	 However, it is far more challenging for a lower volume outlet to recover fixed operating 

costs and capital investments in an industry where financial viability is typically 

characterized by high volume and low margins. 

28. 	 Without adequate retail gasoline margins, the financial viability of these outlets is 

questionable and outlets will continue to close when the cost of doing business 

particularly the renewal of capital assets such as underground tanks, pumps or canopies

becomes too burdensome. This, in turn, will result in diminished service to the motoring 

public at large, most notably in smaller communities and rural areas. 

29. 	 Given the smallness and uniqueness of the regulated retail gasoline industry in Prince 

Edward Island and the higher relative operating costs associated with lower throughputs, 

it is not unreasonable that retail gasoline margins should be higher than one might expect 

in more populated and higher volume provincial jurisdictions. 

30. 	 Retail gasoline dealers in Atlantic Canada suffer financially because retail gasoline margin 

adjustments have, to date, lagged actual increases in operating costs . For example, the 

2008 retail gasoline margin adjustment in Prince Edward Island addressed historical cost 

increases experienced by the industry since the previous adjustment in 2006. Recent retail 

gasoline margin adjustments in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia addressed operating cost 

changes since 2006 to the time of the reviews. 
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Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

31. 	 Retail gasoline margin adjustments are outdated as soon as they are applied because no 

jurisdiction has utilized a forward-looking or anticipatory model that addresses future 

near-term increases in operating costs. Consequently, retail gasoline dealers are "always 

playing catch-up" and margins are continually being eroded. This makes for an ongoing 

financial challenge for retail gasoline dealers and should be addressed. 

32. 	 According to the Notice of Application issued for IRAC-PM902, "the necessity of a public 

hearing will be decided by the Commission following its initial rev iew of the filing and the 

written comments received concerning this application." 

33. 	 Public hearings are costly endeavours for all stakeholders. Detailed, recent reviews of the 

retail gasoline industries in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have been completed. The 

experience of Prince Edward Island retail gasoline operators is directly comparable to 

their peer group in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 

34. 	 Given the operating similarities between the three provinces; the exhaustive review work 

completed in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia; and the body of knowledge that is readily 

available from the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia reviews, it is not unreasonable to 

conclude that there is no need for an extensive and costly review in Prince Edward Island. 

35. 	 In conclusion, the Atlantic Convenience Stores Association: 

• 	 Supports the application by the PEl Retail Gasoline Dealers Association for 

increases in the retail gasoline margin based on the experiences of retail gasoline 

dealers in Prince Edward Island and corroborating findings in New Brunswick and 

Nova Scotia. 

• 	 Encourages the Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission, when establishing 

reasonable retail gasoline margins, to consider the size and uniqueness of Prince 

Edward Island's regulated retail gasoline industry as it pertains to realistically 

covering operating costs. 

• 	 Encourages the Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission to incorporate a 3

year, forward-looking retail margin adjustment factor to address future near-term 

operating cost increases. 
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Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 

Response to a Public Call for Comments 

IRAC-PM902 

• 	 Encourages the Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission not to conduct a 

formal public hearing given the detailed and credible body of knowledge about the 

retail gasoline industry in the Maritimes that exists and is available to the 

Commission. 

Atlantic Convenience Stores Association 


100 Iisley Avenue, #8, Dartmouth, I\lS B38 1L3 


Contact: 


Michael Hammoud, President 


902.880.9733 hammoud@coveniencestores.ca 
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From: Brock S. Vickerson [mailto:brock@meibukankaratedojo .com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 7:47 PM 
To: Info@irac.pe.ca 
Subject: Attention: PEIEFDA Application 

Attention: PEIEFDA Application 
Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission 
P.O. Box 577 
Charlottetown, PE C1 A 7L1 
Tel 892-3501 Fax 566-4076 
Toll Free 1-800- 501 -6268 
email: info@irac.pe.ca 

Dear Commission, 

I am writing this letter in response to the recent news of the RGDA of PEl's application of a 2 
cpl. increase in gasoline margins. 

For Grafton St. Shell, the possible increase could not come at a better time. With increased 
operational costs (labour , Utilities, etc.), increased competition from a new Gasoline Outlet , 
and Higher retail price, the need for a margin increase is well needed to stay afloat and 
competitive . 

Please take my comments in consideration when deciding the RGDA's application. If you have 
any questions on my comments feel free to call me at 368-3881. 

Regards, 
Brock S. Vickerson 
Lessee of Grafton Street Shell 

mailto:info@irac.pe.ca
mailto:Info@irac.pe.ca
mailto:mailto:brock@meibukankaratedojo.com


From: Wayne Vloet [mailto :citysheliautopro@peLaibn .com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 11:05 AM 

To: Info@irac.pe.ca 

Subject: PEIRGDA Application 


Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission, 


I am writing this letter not only as a concerned independent gasoline rertailer, 

but also in my capacity as President of the RGDA of PEl. 


As the Commission is aware, there are a significant number of independent 

retail gasoline outlets on PEl that sell volumes of less than 2,000,000 litres. 

Most of these are located in rural communities who could very well go out of 

business if they are unable to offset their costs of operation , let alone 

realize a small financial reward for their investment of time and effort. 


The application submitted by the association is not asking for relief that is 

unreasonable or unjustified. On the contrary, we are merely asking for an 

upward adjustment in the retail markups that will give the independent 

gasoline retailers on PEl a better chance to survive in this industry. 


Regulated retail pump prices on PEl should reflect not only a fair and 

reasonable cost to the consumer, but also a fair return for the retailer. 

The negative consequences of higher crude oil prises are felt by 

retailers as well as motorists, because every rise in tank wagon price 

means independent retailers , who must pay upfront for bulk deliveries of 

product, have to come up with additional money as well. 


It is important to note that the association requested a similar increase in 

2007, yet was only granted a one-half cent per litre upward adjustment to the 

minimum self-serve markup. 

This was the only increase in minimum self-serve since 1991 . 


I sincerely believe that the Commission has a deep understanding and concern for 

the survival of the independent gasoline retailers on PEl and I would therefore hope 

that some kind of formula could be developed that could be used on an annual basis, 

so as to better ensure that the regulated margins available to independent retailers 

are fair and reasonable. 


Thank you for your consideration of our application and I look forward to 

your early response. 


Sincerely Yours, 


Wayne Vloet 

City Shell Service & 

President, RGDA of PEl 


mailto:Info@irac.pe.ca
mailto:mailto:citysheliautopro@peLaibn.com


P.O. Box 231 
Charlottetown, PE C I A 7K4 

Attention: PEIEFDA Application 
c/o Allison MacEwen 
Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission 
P.O. Box 577 
Charlottetown, PE C I A 7L I 

February 18, 2012 

Dear Mr. MacEwen, 

Since the director of the PEl RGDA addressed their application to you, I figured that's 
where I should address my opposition to their application. I know many Islanders feel the 
same way I do when it comes to the prices of gasoline and home heating fuel on PEl but, 
unfoliunately, far too many people complain among themselves when they should 
channel their protests in the proper forum. 

Early in his letter/application to you, Dale Mader quotes the Petroleum Products Act: 
"The P.E.I. Petroleum Products Act identifies its purpose as being (in pati) ' to ensure at 
all times a just and reasonable price for heating fuel and motor fuel to consumers and 
licensees within the province' ". Since he brings up the subject of home heating oil 
(although it has nothing to do with their application), I feel able to also discuss it. 
Coincidentally, just today I was looking at an old invoice from my heating oil company. 
Two years ago next week , home heating oil cost 71. 7 cents per litre. Today it costs 1 06.3 
cents per litre, an increase of 48.3%! Is it any wonder that Islanders feel emotions such as 
anger, outrage and helplessness on this subject? 

Gasoline prices are more volatile, and have fluctuated up and down for years, but mostly 
edging upwards. This makes it difficult to provide as extreme example as the home 
heating oil figures. But the appearance of fairness and regulation seems to favour the gas 
retailers more than the consumer when we see such things as the unscheduled increase 
earlier this year a mere four days before a scheduled review. 

This type of thing, along with the ever-changing excuses from lRAC, sends people over 
the edge when it comes to their frustration level. When home heating oil prices increased 
in the winter, your organization said 'it's supply and demand; this time of year the 
demand is much higher, therefore the price goes up ' . Fair enough. But then you started 
allowing a price increase in the summer time. Even with our summers being cooler than 
places like southern Ontario, most of us use the furnace very little; perhaps to heat the hot 
water. 

In 2005, in the aftermath of Hurricane Rita, I watched the CTV evening news and saw a 
Canadian spokesman stand up in front of the media and say they had to raise the price of 
gasoline substantially because of the major damage to the oil refineries off the Texas 



coast (caused by the hurricane). I didn't remember hearing that, so I looked at CNN ' s 
website and saw an article on a press conference by the governor of Texas where he said 
how relieved they were that the hurricane caused minimal damage to the refineries. 

Now maybe the hurricane did cause some speculation that affected prices, but this is what 
the ordinary consumer sees. No wonder we get frustrated . Then there was the familiar 
reason of world oil prices causing the need for IRAC to increase the retail price of gas. 
We grumbled but put up with it. Then things changed a bit and the world crude price 
levelled off. Your new refrain was 'the wholesale price has gone up, so we need to 
increase the retail price.' 

See where I'm going with this? This is why, with most price increases, and especially 
unscheduled ones, you see the complaints hit Facebook and other areas about Islanders 
being gouged. It doesn't help that one of your spokespeople will say in the media 'well, 
PEl prices are lower than in NB and NS'. That doesn't help. Dale Mader quotes the same 
thing in paragraph 3 of the application: "While regulation has succeeded in keeping retail 
gasoline pump prices on P.E.I. in a very favourable position compared to other 
provinces" 

You, nor they, should want to go there. But, since you both did, let's take a look at the 
2012 provincial income tax rates for the three provinces mentioned above. 

Prince Edward Island: 9.8% on the first $31,984 of taxable income, + 13.8% on the next 
$31,985, + 16.7% on the amount over $63,969 

New Brunswick: 9.1 % on the first $38,190 of taxable income, + 12.1 % on the next 
$38,190, + 12.4% on the next $47,798, + 14.3% on the amount over $124,178 

Nova Scotia: 8.79% on the first $29,590 of taxable income, + 14.95% on the next 
$29,590, + 16.67% on the next $33,820, + 17.5% on the next $57,000, + 21 % on the 
amount over $150,000 
(notice how our top level starts at $63K, compared with $124K for NB and $150K for 
NS? We don't have many wealthy people!) 

Our personal rates are higher than NB and NS and, in fact, only Saskatchewan has a 
higher rate. Not only that, until recently, we have one of the lowest minimum wage rates 
in Canada. Even now, it is only on par with some provinces, and currently, at $9.60 an 
hour, it is very difficult to make ends meet even with stable prices. Throw in that nearly 
50% increase in home heating oil , and low-income earners paying for their own heat are 
losing fast in the survival game. 

I don't have the source, but a couple of years ago, I believe, a PEl MP stated in the media 
that while PEl had a similar proportion (as other provinces) of people earning minimum 
wage, PEl had a huge percentage of people earning less than $1 °per hour. 



Our unemployment rate is the highest in Canada, we have the lowest weekly income 
(even Northwest Territories and Nunavut have higher rates!), and we are now all sadly 
familiar with the wait times for Employment Insurance benefits. I could find more 
statistics, and more bad news, but you get my point. 

The gas dealers even provide me with another reason for denying their application. In 
paragraph 7, they state: "The total retail gasoline market on P.E.I. is very small when 
compared to our sister provinces and the rest of Canada." True, and one reason why they 
should not expect to be as profitable as other provinces. 

Island residents have learned to live with higher costs of living for most things than the 
rest of Canada, and the gas retailers should learn to live with existing profits . They can't 
even get along among themselves, in par. 11, they also complain about one wholesale
retailer selling at the low end of the regulated price range, forcing all the other retailers to 
follow suit. Isn't this called free enterprise? They should be thanking you for protecting 
them as much as us (the consumer), for if there was no regulation, you would probably 
see the gas wars that provinces without regulation have from time to time. This would 
really put a dent in that margin they wish to increase. 

Also, the application (par. 12) cites one wholesale-retailer for "teaming up with a big box 
grocery store" to circumvent Section 30 of your Act. Presumably he is talking about 
Irving and Sobeys offering a 'cents-off per litre' coupon with grocery sales. Funny, they 
don't mention the Petro-Canada's 'cents-off per litre' loyalty card. Seems to me, they 
could all offer these things to increase traffic to their pumps. But, no, they want you to 
regulate competition, almost as much as they want you to regulate prices. 

In par. 19, they state: "While employees and pensioners in the public sector receive 
annual adjustments to protect them against inflation ..". This is quite inaccurate. Some 
pensioners do have indexed pensions, but, as a federal public servant for the past 35 
years, I can state, for a fact, that any contractual pay increases we obtain through 
collective bargaining have rarely (and definitely haven't for the past number of years) 
matched the inflation rate. I'm insulted by this type of gratuitous statement. 

These are just some of the reasons I feel the RGDA of PEl should be denied their 
application for a margin increase. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this application. 

Sincerely, 

Lloyd Kerry 
Charlottetown 
902-566-1333 



From: George Murphy [mailto:georgemurphy@eastlink.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Reception 
Subject: Gas Retailers Increase 

I wish to make my comments on the subject of Gas Retailers Asking Increase. 
My name is George Murphy 

99 MacKinley Cres 
Cornwall, PE 

9023683884 
geomurphy@eastlink .ca 

I am completely opposed to this outrages request for any increase at all in this time. 
with the low economy, job losses, Provincial Government cutting budgets by 3%, 
Programs being cut or ending. 

I just can not see IRAC giving this request any type of consideration . 
If the P.E.I. Retail Gasoline Association want any increase at all, they 
should be knocking on the door of the Premier and get him to reduce the 
provincial tax grab they have on gasoline and not put this burden on the 
backs of the taxpayers. 

mailto:geomurphy@eastlink.ca
mailto:mailto:georgemurphy@eastlink.ca
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January 31, 2012 

Mr. Allison MacEwen, Director 

Technical & Regulatory Services Division 

Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission 

PO Box 577 

Charlottetown, PE ClA 7L1 

Re: Prince Edward Island retail gasoline margins 

Dear Mr. MacEwen: 

The Atlantic Convenience Stores Association (the ACSA) is a paid membership, not-for-profit 

organization representing convenience store owners and operators in Atlantic Canada. Our mission 

is to ensure an economically viable and sustainable business environment for our convenience store 

members. 

Our membership includes corporations and many individual businesses that account for a significant 

share of the retail gasoline volume in Atlantic Canada. As such, regulated retail gasoline issues are of 

primary interest to our members and the ACSA. 

It is our understanding that a request has been made to the Island Regulatory and Appeals 

Commission (IRAC) by the Prince Edward Island Retail Gasoline Association for an increase in 

regulated retail margins and that this request is currently being considered by I RAe. 

As you are aware, Prince Edward Island last increased regulated retail gasoline margins in 2008. And, 

as you are also aware, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia reviewed and approved increases in their 

respective retail gasoline margins in 2011. Regulated retail gasoline margins in Atlantic Canada are 

summarized in the graphic below. 



2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

Regulated Retail Gasoline Margins: Atlantic Canada 

NOVA SCOTIA 

SELF SERVE 

Min Max 

4.00 5.50 

4.00 5.50 

4.00 5.50 

4.00 5.50 

4.00 5.50 

4.80 6.60 

FULL SERVE 

Min Max 

4.00 n/a 
4.00 n/a 
4.00 n/a 
4.00 n/a 
4.00 n/a 
4.80 n/a 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

SELF SERVE 
Min Max 

n/a 5.00 

n/a 5.00 

n/a 5.00 

n/a 5.00 

n/a 5.00 

n/a 5.90 

FULL SERVE 
Min Max 

n/a 7.50 

n/a 7.50 

n/a 7.50 

n/a 7.50 

n/a 7.50 

n/a 8.90 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 

SELF SERVE 

Min Max 

4.00 5.50 

4.00 5.50 

4.50 6.50 

4.50 6.50 

4.50 6.50 

4.50 6.50 

FULL SERVE 

Min Max 

5.00 7.50 

5.00 7.50 

6.50 9.50 

6.50 9.50 

6.50 9.50 

6.50 9.50 

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR 
SELF SERVE 

Min Max 

n/a 5.00 

n/a 5.00 

n/a 6.25 

n/a 6.25 

n/a 6.25 

n/a 6.25 

FULL SERVE 
Min Max 

n/a 7.60 

n/a 7.60 

n/a 8.85 

n/a 8.85 

n/a 8.85 

n/a 8.85 

Considerable analysis of the retail gasoline industries in both New Brunswick and Nova Scotia was 

done as part of each respective review. In each jurisdiction, the regulatory body concluded that 

retail gasoline operators had experienced material increases in operating costs that made the 

existing retail margins impractical from the perspective of sustaining many retail gasoline operations 

as financially viable entities. 

Consequently, In June of 2011, New Brunswick approved a .90 CPL increase in the maximum, self 

serve, retail gas margin and 1.40 CPL increase in the maximum Full service margin. Meanwhile, this 

past November, Nova Scotia approved a .80 CPI increase in the minimum self serve and full serve 

margins, and 1.1 CPL increase in the maximum self-serve margin. 

In both New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, labour costs and the absolute dollar cost of card fees 

(credit and debit) as a percentage of increasing petroleum product selling prices - most notably 

gasoline itself - were found to be significant contributing factors to higher operating costs overall. 

The experience of our Prince Edward Island retail gasoline operators is directly comparable to their 

peer group in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Given the operating similarities between the three 

provinces; the exhaustive review work completed in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia; and the body 

of knowledge that is readily available from the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia reviews, it is not 

unreasonable to conclude that there is no need for an extensive and costly review in Prince Edward 

Island. 

Our Association has met with Minister of Finance on numerous occasions and we have noted the 

double digit increases in minimum wage that have occurred, in P.E.I. since the last increase in 2008. 

Increased wage rates, combined with increased costs in credit card fees, and other operating costs 

have many PEl gas retailers going behind. 



The Atlantic Convenience Stores Association strongly supports the request by the Prince Edward 

Island Retail Gasoline Association for an increase in regulated retail gas margins. As an association 

we had mixed feelings about the approved increases in l\Jew Brunswick and Nova Scotia . On the one 

hand, increases were long overdue, so the increases approved were much appreciated. On the other 

hand, the approved increases were fundamentally catch-up and did nothing to address the 

inevitability of on-going increases in operating costs. We would like you to consider that increases in 

operating costs in PEl are felt stronger than in other provinces due to lower than average throughputs 
from operating in a much smaller market. 

Retail gasoline operators and their associated businesses make an important contribution to the 

well-being and economic vitality of any province. This is especially true in provinces such as Prince 

Edward Island with its strong rural make-up. As a regulated industry, it is important that IRAC and, 

by association, the Government of Prince Edward Island, are cognizant of the fact that retail gasoline 

operations are challenging businesses financially. As such, business owners and operators must have 

confidence in reasonable prospects for financial sustainability in order that they can continue to 

operate these businesses and reinvest in business upgrades and renewal. 

Thank you for your consideration and please don't hesitate to call me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

, . ,j ( ! 

Mike Hammoud 

President 


